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Quick and easy repairs with lasting res
Do you want to stop paying high prices for
inflatable repairs?

Do you want to stop losing revenue because
your inflatables must be sent away for lengthy repair work?
Do you want a quick, easy and long-lasting solution to wear
and tear on your inflatables?

is the answer!
Stormsure offers a full range of products
that can be used to repair and maintain
your inflatables, offering both quick
temporary on-the-fly fixes and longterm repair solutions.
Our flagship products are the TUFF
Tapes and the Stormsure Flexible
Repair Adhesives.
Both the products after curing leave
a polyurethane film that sticks to
almost any material and works
particularly well with PVC, leather,
PU and most other man made
plastics.

Easy to use
Use at room temperature (not below
4ºC). Clean and dry the damaged
area (sand the surface for best
adhesion). Apply a generous amount
of Stormsure Flexible Repair
Adhesive to the damaged area,
including at least a 5mm excess
around it. Leave flat and allow to
cure for 10-12 hours.
Tip: If you require the glue to
cure more quickly use a
damp brush or stick as
the moisture from the
damp will accelerate
the curing process.

Both the products produce an incredibly durable
layer of protection over the damaged area, yet they leave the area
still flexible enough to move with the material to which it is applied.
This will make it suitable for use on surfaces which require a hardy
yet slightly pliable repair, such as an inflatable where
surfaces move during use.

Storgae advice
Partly used tubes store in
freezer. Unopened
tubes have extremely
long shelf lives.

Stormsure
Flexible
Repair
Adhesive

ults

Quick and easy repairs with lasting res

The adhesive comes in a number of different sized tubes and can
be applied to fill holes or stick together surfaces where there are
rips or tears.
The adhesive begins in a liquid form similar to other glues, but with
exposure to the moisture in the air, it becomes hard and resilient
making it extremely difficult to tear, rip or stretch.
The glue can be used in a number of different ways:
1. To fill holes – if the bouncy castle has been pierced by
something sharp causing a hole, for example by a high heel, the
glue has the unique function of being able to fill holes. Place
packing tape on one side of the hole and cover the hole with the
glue covering the around 50mm over the edges on all sides of the
hole. Remove the tape when the glue is dry and the glue will hold
the hole closed.
2. To mend rips or tears – put glue on one side of the rip or tear
and then stick into the other edge of the tear. Use something to
hold the two edges together tightly like a clip until dry.
3. To provide a protective layer over the surfaces that are worn –
one of our customers paints the glue over the inside of his bouncy
castles to provide a protective layer to prevent and protect against
damage.
The adhesive offers long-term repairs that will last
many years. The adhesive takes 10-12 hours to
adhere totally so it is a repair to be performed when
the inflatable is not in use.

Waterproof
Versatile
Resistant

Stormsure Flexible Repair
Adhesive is an extremely versatile,
waterproof adhesive that comes in two colour
variants of clear and black.
It is a slow-curing adhesive which takes about 12
hours to fully set, meaning you have plenty of time to
perfect your repair. It is also flexible when cured,
making it much more versatile and durable than your
standard super glue. Flexible Repair Adhesive is
perfect for fixing items which get exposed to water or
need to stretch and bend to function.
This includes Wellington boots, hiking
boots, sails, stand-up paddle boards
(SUP's), surfboards, inflatable canoes
& kayaks, trampoline mats. Despite
having specific traits, it can still be
used as an everyday multi-purpose
glue for bonding things together
such as in woodwork situations.
We also sell a wide range of other
branded glues, including Super
Glue, Devcon, Epoxy resin, wood
glue and many more....

Coming soon...
Stormsure Flexible Repair Adhesive
currently comes in clear and black.
Soon to be available in white and khaki in
15g tubes only.

STORMSURE FLEXIBLE REPAIR
ADHESIVE 15g (CLEAR) SKU: S1B

STORMSURE FLEXIBLE REPAIR
ADHESIVE 15g (BLACK) SKU: S1BK

Contents

Contents

1x Tube of Stormsure
Flexible Repair
Adhesive 15g Clear

1x Tube of Stormsure
Flexible Repair
Adhesive 15g Black

1x Blister card & full
instructions

1x Blister card & full
instructions

Prices

Prices

Including VAT

Including VAT

Individual

Individual

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Please enquire for wholesale price list

£6.99

£6.99

BARCODE: 5060219660001

BARCODE: 5060219660865

Description

Description

Stormsure Flexible Repair Adhesive is an incredibly versatile
universal glue that sticks to almost everything and leaves a
waterproof and air-tight finish. Slower curing than superglue but
can be used with accelerator. Flexible when dry. The adhesive is
extremely abrasion - resistant and very difficult to break apart.

Stormsure Flexible Repair Adhesive is an incredibly versatile
universal glue that sticks to almost everything and leaves a
waterproof and air-tight finish. Slower curing than superglue but
can be used with accelerator. Flexible when dry. The adhesive is
extremely abrasion - resistant and very difficult to break apart.

Typical Uses

Typical Uses

Fixing rips in clothing & footwear, sealing holes in tents & air beds
and repairing ceramics, garden ornaments & woodwork.

Fixing rips in clothing & footwear, sealing holes in tents & air beds
and repairing ceramics, garden ornaments & woodwork. For most
visually appealing results - use on black surfaces.

STORMSURE FLEXIBLE REPAIR
ADHESIVE 3x5g (CLEAR) SKU: S3X5

STORMSURE FLEXIBLE REPAIR
ADHESIVE 3x5g (BLACK) SKU: S3X5BK

Contents

Contents

3x Tube of Stormsure
Flexible Repair
Adhesive 5g Clear

3x Tube of Stormsure
Flexible Repair
Adhesive 5g Black

1x Blister card & full
instructions

1x Blister card & full
instructions

Prices

Prices

Including VAT

Including VAT

Individual

Individual

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Please enquire for wholesale price list

£6.99

£6.99

BARCODE: 5060219661107

BARCODE: 5060219661107

Description

Description

Stormsure Flexible Repair Adhesive is an incredibly versatile
universal glue that sticks to almost everything and leaves a
waterproof and air-tight finish. Slower curing than superglue but can
be used with accelerator. Flexible when dry. The adhesive is
extremely abrasion - resistant and very difficult to break apart.
Generally a single use item due to the small capacity.

Stormsure Flexible Repair Adhesive is an incredibly versatile
universal glue that sticks to almost everything and leaves a
waterproof and air-tight finish. Slower curing than superglue but
can be used with accelerator. Flexible when dry. The adhesive is
extremely abrasion - resistant and very difficult to break apart. Just
a few uses for this product include: fixing rips in clothing &
footwear, sealing holes in tents & air beds and repairing ceramics,
garden ornaments & wood works. Generally a single use item due
to the small capacity.

Typical Uses
Fixing rips in clothing & footwear, sealing holes in tents & air beds
and repairing ceramics, garden ornaments & woodwork.

Adhesives

Typical Uses
Fixing rips in clothing & footwear, sealing holes in tents & air beds
and repairing ceramics, garden ornaments & woodwork. For most
visually appealing results - use on black surfaces.

STORMSURE FLEXIBLE REPAIR
ADHESIVE 5g (CLEAR)
SKU: S250

STORMSURE FLEXIBLE REPAIR
ADHESIVE 285g (CLEAR) SKU: S285

Contents

Contents

1x Tube of Stormsure
Flexible Repair
Adhesive 5g Clear

1x Tube of Stormsure
Flexible Repair
Adhesive 285g Clear

Prices

Prices

Including VAT

Including VAT

Individual

Individual

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Please enquire for wholesale price list

£1.99

£32.50

Description

Description

Stormsure Flexible Repair Adhesive is an incredibly versatile
universal glue that sticks to almost everything and leaves a
waterproof and air-tight finish. Slower curing than superglue but
can be used with accelerator. Flexible when dry. The adhesive is
extremely abrasion - resistant and very difficult to break apart. Just
a few uses for this product include: fixing rips in clothing &
footwear, sealing holes in tents & air beds and repairing ceramics,
garden ornaments & wood works. Generally a single use item due
to the small capacity.

Stormsure Flexible Repair Adhesive is an incredibly versatile
universal glue that sticks to almost everything and leaves a
waterproof and air-tight finish. Slower curing than superglue but
can be used with accelerator. Flexible when dry. The adhesive is
extremely abrasion - resistant and very difficult to break apart. Just
a few uses for this product include: fixing rips in clothing &
footwear, sealing holes in tents & air beds and repairing ceramics,
garden ornaments & wood works. Generally a single use item due
to the small capacity.

Typical Uses

Typical Uses

Fixing rips in clothing & footwear, sealing holes in tents & air beds
and repairing ceramics, garden ornaments & woodwork.

Fixing rips in clothing & footwear, sealing holes in tents & air beds
and repairing ceramics, garden ornaments & woodwork.

STORMSURE FLEXIBLE REPAIR
ADHESIVE 90g (BLACK) SKU: S90

STORMSURE FLEXIBLE REPAIR
ADHESIVE 90g (CLEAR) SKU: S90

Contents

Contents

1x Tube of Stormsure
Flexible Repair
Adhesive 90g Black
inside box packaging

1x Tube of Stormsure
Flexible Repair
Adhesive 90g Clear
inside box packaging

Prices

Prices

Including VAT

Including VAT

Individual

Individual

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Please enquire for wholesale price list

£16.75

£16.75

BARCODE: 5060219661114

BARCODE: 5060219660032

Description

Description

Stormsure Flexible Repair Adhesive is an incredibly versatile
universal glue that sticks to almost everything and leaves a
waterproof and air-tight finish. Slower curing than superglue but
can be used with accelerator. Flexible when dry. The adhesive is
extremely abrasion - resistant and very difficult to break apart. Just
a few uses for this product include: fixing rips in clothing &
footwear, sealing holes in tents & air beds and repairing ceramics,
garden ornaments & wood works. This large quantity should be
stored in a freezer once opened to avoid curing inside the tube.

Stormsure Flexible Repair Adhesive is an incredibly versatile
universal glue that sticks to almost everything and leaves a
waterproof and air-tight finish. Slower curing than superglue but
can be used with accelerator. Flexible when dry. The adhesive is
extremely abrasion - resistant and very difficult to break apart. This
large quantity should be stored in a freezer once opened to avoid
curing inside the tube.

Typical Uses

Fixing rips in clothing & footwear, sealing holes in tents & air beds
and repairing ceramics, garden ornaments & woodwork. This fairly
high capacity variant is best suited for medium to large repair
projects.

Fixing rips in clothing & footwear, sealing holes in tents & air beds
and repairing ceramics, garden ornaments & woodwork. This fairly
high capacity variant is best suited for medium to large repair
projects. For most visually appealing results - use on black surfaces.

Typical Uses

Adhesives

STORMSURE FLEXIBLE REPAIR
ADHESIVE 1L TIN (CLEAR) SKU: S1000

STORMSURE FLEXIBLE REPAIR
ADHESIVE 10X5g
SKU: S10x5

Contents

Contents

1x Stormsure Flexible
Repair Adhesive 250ml tin

10x Tube of Stormsure
Flexible Repair
Adhesive 5g Clear

Prices

Including VAT

Individual

£115.49

Prices

Including VAT

Individual

£17.99

Please enquire for wholesale price list

BARCODE: 5060219661336

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Description
Stormsure Flexible Repair Adhesive is an incredibly versatile
universal glue that sticks to almost everything and leaves a
waterproof and air-tight finish. Slower curing than superglue but
can be used with accelerator. Flexible when dry. The adhesive is
extremely abrasion - resistant and very difficult to break apart. Just
a few uses for this product include: fixing rips in clothing &
footwear, sealing holes in tents & air beds and repairing ceramics,
garden ornaments & wood works.

Typical Uses

Description
Stormsure Flexible Repair Adhesive is an incredibly versatile
universal glue that sticks to almost everything and leaves a
waterproof and air-tight finish. Slower curing than superglue but
can be used with accelerator. Flexible when dry. The adhesive is
extremely abrasion - resistant and very difficult to break apart.

Typical Uses

Fixing rips in clothing & footwear, sealing holes in tents & air beds
and repairing ceramics, garden ornaments & woodwork. This large
tin can be used for spreading the adhesive in order to seal holes or
achieve water repellency on a surface.

Fixing rips in clothing & footwear, sealing holes in tents & air beds
and repairing ceramics, garden ornaments & woodwork.

STORMSURE FLEXIBLE REPAIR
ADHESIVE 75X5g
SKU: 75JAR

STORMSURE FLEXIBLE REPAIR
ADHESIVE 15g (Precision Nozzle) SKU: S1BX

Contents

Contents

75x Tube of Stormsure
Flexible Repair
Adhesive 5g Clear

1x Tube of Stormsure
Flexible Repair
Adhesive 5g Clear
With Precision Nozzle

Prices

Prices

Including VAT

Including VAT

Individual

Individual

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Please enquire for wholesale price list

£149.26

£6.76

BARCODE: 5060219660025
Description

Description

Stormsure Flexible Repair Adhesive is an incredibly versatile
universal glue that sticks to almost everything and leaves a
waterproof and air-tight finish. Slower curing than superglue but
can be used with accelerator. Flexible when dry. The adhesive is
extremely abrasion - resistant and very difficult to break apart.

Stormsure Flexible Repair Adhesive is an incredibly versatile
universal glue that sticks to almost everything and leaves a
waterproof and air-tight finish. Slower curing than superglue but
can be used with accelerator. Flexible when dry. The adhesive is
extremely abrasion - resistant and very difficult to break apart.

Typical Uses

Typical Uses

Fixing rips in clothing & footwear, sealing holes in tents & air beds
and repairing ceramics, garden ornaments & woodwork.

Fixing rips in clothing & footwear, sealing holes in tents & air beds
and repairing ceramics, garden ornaments & woodwork.

Adhesives

STORMSURE ANgLER'S SUPER
gLUE 20ML BOTTLE
SKU: Ag20

STORMSURE SUPER gLUE
PEN 5g
SKU: Ag5

Contents

Contents

1x Stormsure Angler's
Super glue 20ml
Bottle

1x Stormsure Super
glue Pen 5g
1x Blister card & full
instructions

A 20ml bottle of
medium viscosity
super glue.
Prices

Prices

Including VAT

Including VAT

Individual

Individual

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Please enquire for wholesale price list

£6.60

£3.25

BARCODE: 5060219660162

BARCODE: 5060219660179

Description

Description

Designed as surface non specific, so it will work on virtually all
surfaces, including wood, metal, ceramics, many plastics etc.
Best used on non porous surfaces. Cures in seconds.
It is packaged as Anglers Glue and has full instructions in English,
French, German and Spanish.

5g of high-performance, special surface, non-specific super glue in
a pen shaped bottle. The well designed tube/bottle makes is very
easy to dispense small quantities.
This super glue works on nearly every material and surface. It
cures in about 10 seconds and is very strong. It is ideal for quick
repairs to close fitting edges, where there are only the tiniest of
gaps between the two sides which need joining.

Typical Uses
Use it to repair cracks in rods, rod rings which have come loose,
making up rigs, repairing floats and lures and many other things in
the tackle box or at home.

STORMCURE gLUE CURINg
ACCELERATOR 250ML SKU: SC250
Contents
1x Tin of Stormcure glue
Curing Accelerator

Typical Uses
Ideal for rigid and semi rigid plastics, wood, ceramics as well as a
huge number of other fabrics and materials.

Don’t want
to wait?
Accelerate Curing Time

Prices

Including VAT

Individual

£14.99

Please enquire for wholesale price list

BARCODE: 5060219660551
Description
Mix a small amount of this accelerator with Stormsure Flexible
Repair Adhesive and it will help reduce the cure time from 10-12
hours down to about 1-2 hours.
Also you can use it to thin the adhesive so it may be applied with a
paint brush. For waterproofing stitched seams you should make a
mixture with only 25% adhesive and 75% accelerator. Mix quickly
and thoroughly and paint it onto the surface. The mixture will "wick"
its way into the tiny needle holes and cure inside the thread thus
blocking the hole.
Some drysuit manufacturers use 3 layers. The first is about 85%
accelerator, The second layer is 25% and the third layer is 5%
accelerator. This combination should outlast the life of the suit.

Typical Uses
Use it to pre-clean a surface and clean up afterwards.

Mix a small amount of this
accelerator with Stormsure
Flexible Repair Adhesive
and it will help reduce the
cure time from 10-12 hours
down to about 1-2 hours.
Also you can use it to thin the
adhesive so it may be applied
with a paint brush. For
waterproofing stitched seams
you should make a mixture with
only 25% adhesive and 75%
accelerator. Mix quickly and
thoroughly and paint it onto the
surface. The mixture will "wick"
its way into the tiny needle holes
and cure inside the thread thus
blocking the hole.
Some drysuit manufacturers use 3 layers. The first is about 85%
accelerator, The second layer is 25% and the third layer is 5%
accelerator. This combination should outlast the life of the suit.
Use it to preclean a surface and clean up afterwards.

Adhesives

STORMOPRENE SINgLE PART
CONTACT ADHESIVE 70g SKU: SP70

STORMOPRENE 2-PART CONTACT
ADHESIVE 250ML
SKU: SP250

Contents

Contents

1x Stormoprene Single
Part Adhesive Tube
70g

1x Stormoprene
Adhesive Tin 250ml

Prices

Prices

1x Small bottle of
activator

Including VAT

Including VAT

Individual

Individual

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Please enquire for wholesale price list

£8.50

BARCODE: 5060219661121

£17.26

BARCODE: 5060219660131

Description

Description

A general use adhesive in a fairly large tube.
Now comes in stackable box with hang tab for retail display.
Works on most materials like leather, wood, PVC, PU, Latex, etc.
Widely used in the manufacturing and repair of shoes and
footwear, waterproof and airtight items such as large inflatable
boats (RIBS) and also felt wader soles.

A general use adhesive in a fairly large tube.
Now comes in stackable box with hang tab for retail display.
Works on most materials like leather, wood, PVC, PU, Latex, etc.
Widely used in the manufacturing and repair of shoes and
footwear, waterproof and airtight items such as large inflatable
boats (RIBS) and also felt wader soles.

Typical Uses

Typical Uses

Adhesion, sealing or repairs on most materials such as wood, PVC,
leather, PU, latex etc.

Adhesion, sealing or repairs on most materials such as wood, PVC,
leather, PU, latex etc.

STORMSURE TRAINER gLUE 12g

STORMSURE JEWELLERy gLUE 12g

Contents

Contents

1x Tube of Stormsure
Trainer glue 12g

1x Tube of Stormsure
Jewellery glue 12g

Prices

Prices

Including VAT

Individual

SKU: TgLUE12

£3.99

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Including VAT

Individual

SKU: JgLUE12

£2.91

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Description

Description

Superior bond and resistance to abrasion - and rough surfaces.
Suitable for all types of footwear and more! Cures in 6-10 hours.

Clear, synthetic adhesive based on the E6000 formulation which
bonds to most surfaces. Cures to an industrial-strength rubber
which retains flexibility and is highly abrasion --resistant.

FIXATHIX CONTACT ADHESIVE 30g

SILICONE ADHESIVE 25ML 3-PACK

Contents

Contents

1x Tube of Fixathix
Contact Adhesive 30g

1x Silicone Adhesive
25ml 3-Pack

Prices

Prices

Including VAT

Individual

SKU: FIX30

£3.33

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Individual

SKU: SIL25x3

£2.99

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Description

Description

Fixathix is a multi-purpose, non-drip contact adhesive intended for
bonding laminated plastics to wood, hardwood, chipboard and
other substrates. Perfect alternative to Alpha Thixofix.

3 x Silicone Adhesive 25ml tubes at a 10% discount.

Adhesives

Including VAT

STORMSURE PVC gLUE 90g
SKU: PVC90

STORMSURE PVC gLUE 5g
(JAR OF 75)
SKU: PVC75x5

Contents

Contents

1x Tubes of PVC
Adhesive 90g

75x Tubes of PVC
Adhesive 5g

Prices

Prices

Including VAT

Individual

Including VAT

Individual

£10.00

£112.50

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Please enquire for wholesale price list

BARCODE: 5060219660650

BARCODE: 5060219661848

Description

Description

Use this glue for sticking PVC patches onto a PVC substrate.
Include one or more tubes in your repair kits for inflatable toys,
paddle boats, canoes, air mattresses etc. Also a very good general
purpose adhesive for other materials.
This fairly large 90g tube is best suited for medium to large scale
repairs or for several uses.

A bag of 75 small 5g tubes containing our special adhesive for
fixing PVC patches. These are great for patching over holes and
leaks on paddling pools and other items made from PVC.
PVc glue can also be used for a host of other jobs as it contains
both a volatile solvent for dissolving pvc and polyurethane for extra
strength.

Typical Uses

Typical Uses

PVC or PVA glue is primarily used in woodwork, carpentry and
handicrafts.

PVC or PVA glue is primarily used in woodwork, carpentry and
handicrafts.

STORMSURE PVC gLUE 3X5g
SKU: PVC3x5

SUN CURE UV gLUE + TORCH
ULTRAVIOLET ADHESIVE SKU: UV15

Contents

Contents

3x Tubes of PVC
Adhesive 5g

1x Adhesive which cures
under ultraviolet rays

Prices
Prices

£9.59

Individual

£4.50

Please enquire for wholesale price list

BARCODE: 5060219661824
Description
3 x 5g Tubes containing PVC adhesive. Packed loose in a small
poly bag. Use this glue for sticking PVC patches onto a PVC
substrate. Include one or more tubes in your repair kits for
inflatable toys, paddle boats, canoes, air mattresses etc. Also a
very good general purpose adhesive for other materials.

Typical Uses
PVC or PVA glue is primarily used in woodwork, carpentry and
handicrafts.

Including VAT

Individual

Including VAT

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Description
Crystal clear, high-strength adhesive which cures under ultraviolet
rays within seconds. Perfect for clear/transparent objects and
surfaces such as glass and plastic. Can also cure less quickly
under plain sunlight.
Not suitable to bonding together opaque items.

Directions
Ensure that the surface is clean. Open cap and squeeze glue evenly
onto damage or area which needs bonding. Replace cap. The glue
should cure in about 10 seconds.
The glue also cures when its exposed to sunlight, but takes longer.

Adhesives
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Quick and easy repairs with lasting res

ur TUFF Tape is a clear tape like a slightly
flexible plastic film that can be applied to
cover any small hole, rip or tear. It can be
stuck straight onto the damaged area if it is clean and
will adhere
immediately if pressed down
thoroughly.

Dura

It is extremely difficult to rip, stretch or
puncture the tape. It acts as a protective
barrier against any further damage.
The TUFF Tape is sold in different sizes
and shapes to accommodate any
damage you encounter. We do multipatch sets with a selection of different
size patches, from small round
patches for little puncture holes to
long rectangular patches for long
rips. We also do longer pieces of
tape and a pack of a number of
75mm round patches.
This ensures you can perform an
instant fix to any sized repair you
are faced with when out and
about hiring your inflatables.

Just peel off a
suitable sized patch
and place it over a
leak or rip and press
it on firmly. It will
stop the damage
from getting
worse. It will
keep air in
and water
out.

All in all, the Stormsure products offer a reliable and sturdy fix to
damage caused to your inflatables, saving you money and time.

Don’t let a rip
spoil your
adventures
Instant repairs when you need them

S

tormsure's TUFF Tape is a self-adhesive,
transparent, highly conformable repair tape. It
comes in strips, patches and rolls and is
excellent for repairs on generally flat surfaces such as
on soft top car roofs, tents, bivvies, marquees, ripped
fabric, inflatable boats, inflatable pools and toys,
canopies, awnings and more.
TUFF Tape is perfect for fast, easy and long-lasting repairs due to
being highly multi-purpose, almost impossible to tear, abrasion resistant and comfortable against skin. We advise every outdoor
enthusiast to keep TUFF Tape handy on camping, hiking or water
sports trips.

Waterproof
Durable
Transparent

Use them on:
• Ripped waterproof clothing
• Awnings
• Tents
• Airbeds and inflatable
mattresses
• Inflatable canoes and
beach toys
• Cracked plastic
• Cuts on your fingers!

Patches:
• Stick to most surfaces
• Are waterproof
• Keep air in inflatables
• Are stretchy and conformable
• Are highly resistant to abrasion • Will go through a washing machine cycle
many times

TUFF TAPE FLEXIBLE REPAIR
ADHESIVE Patch Set Large SKU: TUFFSETL

TUFF TAPE FLEXIBLE REPAIR
ADHESIVE Patch Set
SKU: TUFFSETS

Contents

Contents

1x A5 sized page
containing a selection
of different sized self
adhesive pre cut
patches

1x 6 self-adhesive strong
waterproof repair
patches in different
shapes and sizes.

Prices

Prices

Including VAT

Including VAT

Individual

Individual

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Please enquire for wholesale price list

£11.99

£6.59

BARCODE: 5060219662241

BARCODE: 5060219662234

Description

Description

Stormsure ’TUFF Tape’ is a product range that contains a very
strong, clear, self-adhesive, waterproof tape in various shapes and
sizes. The product has a very similar make-up as Stormsure
Adhesive and therefore shares many of the same characteristics
such as flexibility and toughness.

Stormsure ’TUFF Tape’ is a product range that contains a very
strong, clear, self-adhesive, waterproof tape in various shapes and
sizes. The product has a very similar make-up as Stormsure
Adhesive and therefore shares many of the same characteristics
such as flexibility and toughness.

Typical Uses

Typical Uses

Awnings, Tents, Airbeds and inflatable mattresses, Inflatable canoes
and beach toys, Cracked plastic, Outdoor clothing like hiking jackets
and waterproof coats and trousers. Cuts on you fingers!

Awnings, Tents, Airbeds and inflatable mattresses, Inflatable canoes
and beach toys, Cracked plastic, Outdoor clothing like hiking jackets
and waterproof coats and trousers. Cuts on you fingers!

TUFF TAPE SELF-ADHESIVE REPAIR
PATCH 75MM (LOOSE) SKU: TUFF75

TUFF TAPE SELF ADHESIVE REPAIR
PATCHES 2-PACK 75MM SKU: TUFF2x75

Contents

Contents

1x Stormsure TUFF Tape
Adhesive Patch
(75mm diameter)

2x Stormsure TUFF Tape
Adhesive Patch
(75mm diameter)

Prices

Prices

Including VAT

Including VAT

Individual

Individual

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Please enquire for wholesale price list

£1.28

£3.99

BARCODE: 5060219662159

BARCODE: 5060219660155

Description

Description

Stormsure ’TUFF Tape’ is a product range that contains a very
strong, clear, self-adhesive, waterproof tape in various shapes and
sizes. The product has a very similar make-up as Stormsure
Adhesive and therefore shares many of the same characteristics
such as flexibility and toughness.

Stormsure ’TUFF Tape’ is a product range that contains a very
strong, clear, self-adhesive, waterproof tape in various shapes and
sizes. The product has a very similar make-up as Stormsure
Adhesive and therefore shares many of the same characteristics
such as flexibility and toughness.

Typical Uses

Typical Uses

Awnings, Tents, Airbeds and inflatable mattresses, Inflatable canoes
and beach toys, Cracked plastic, Outdoor clothing like hiking jackets
and waterproof coats and trousers. Cuts on you fingers!

Awnings, Tents, Airbeds and inflatable mattresses, Inflatable canoes
and beach toys, Cracked plastic, Outdoor clothing like hiking jackets
and waterproof coats and trousers. Cuts on you fingers!

Tapes & Patches

TUFF TAPE SELF ADHESIVE REPAIR
PATCHES 5-PACK 75MM SKU: TUFF5x75

TUFF TAPE SELF ADHESIVE REPAIR
TAPE STRIP 50CM
SKU: TUFF0.5

Contents

Contents

5x Stormsure TUFF Tape
Adhesive Patch
(75mm diameter)

1x Stormsure TUFF Tape
Strip on a blister card
(50cm long, 7.5cm
wide)

Prices

Prices

Including VAT

Including VAT

Individual

Individual

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Please enquire for wholesale price list

£5.99

£5.92

BARCODE: 5060219660124

BARCODE: 5060219660667

Description

Description

Stormsure ’TUFF Tape’ is a product range that contains a very
strong, clear, self-adhesive, waterproof tape in various shapes and
sizes. The product has a very similar make-up as Stormsure
Adhesive and therefore shares many of the same characteristics
such as flexibility and toughness.

Stormsure ’TUFF Tape’ is a product range that contains a very
strong, clear, self-adhesive, waterproof tape in various shapes and
sizes. The product has a very similar make-up as Stormsure
Adhesive and therefore shares many of the same characteristics
such as flexibility and toughness.

Typical Uses

Typical Uses

Awnings, Tents, Airbeds and inflatable mattresses, Inflatable canoes
and beach toys, Cracked plastic, Outdoor clothing like hiking jackets
and waterproof coats and trousers. Cuts on you fingers!

Awnings, Tents, Airbeds and inflatable mattresses, Inflatable canoes
and beach toys, Cracked plastic, Outdoor clothing like hiking jackets
and waterproof coats and trousers. Cuts on you fingers!

TUFF TAPE SELF ADHESIVE
REPAIR ROLL 1M
SKU: TUFF1.0C

TUFF TAPE SELF-ADHESIVE
REPAIR ROLL 10M
SKU: TUFF10

Contents

Contents

1x Stormsure TUFF Tape
Strip in a plastic bag
on a blister card (1m
long, 7.5cm wide)

1x Stormsure TUFF Tape
Roll in a box (10m
long, 7.5cm wide)

Prices

Prices

Including VAT

Including VAT

Individual

Individual

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Please enquire for wholesale price list

£7.58

£35.69

BARCODE: 5060219660711

BARCODE: 5060219660674

Description

Description

Stormsure ’TUFF Tape’ is a product range that contains a very
strong, clear, self-adhesive, waterproof tape in various shapes and
sizes. The product has a very similar make-up as Stormsure
Adhesive and therefore shares many of the same characteristics
such as flexibility and toughness.

Stormsure ’TUFF Tape’ is a product range that contains a very
strong, clear, self-adhesive, waterproof tape in various shapes and
sizes. The product has a very similar make-up as Stormsure
Adhesive and therefore shares many of the same characteristics
such as flexibility and toughness.

Typical Uses

Typical Uses

Awnings, Tents, Airbeds and inflatable mattresses, Inflatable canoes
and beach toys, Cracked plastic, Outdoor clothing like hiking jackets
and waterproof coats and trousers. Cuts on you fingers!

Awnings, Tents, Airbeds and inflatable mattresses, Inflatable canoes
and beach toys, Cracked plastic, Outdoor clothing like hiking jackets
and waterproof coats and trousers. Cuts on you fingers!

Tapes & Patches

NEOPRENE CLEAN WETSUIT
SHAMPOO 5L
SKU: NQSHAM5000

ANTI-FOg LIQUID 15ML
SKU: NQAF1

Contents

Contents

1x 5L bottle of Neoprene
Clean Wetsuit
Shampoo

1x 15ml Anti-Fog Liquid
in a sprayable bottle

Prices

Prices

Including VAT

Including VAT

Individual

Individual

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Please enquire for wholesale price list

£64.99

£4.99

BARCODE: 5060219661572

BARCODE: 5060219661169

Description

Description

A fragrant and foamy sanitising liquid that effectively deodorises.

Comes in an easy to apply, compact, sprayable bottle with a
resealable cap.

Typical Uses
The primary use of this product is cleaning wetsuits. It cleanses and
deodorises as well as protects against sea bacteria. Can also be
used on splash decks, kites, sails, face masks and anything else that
spends time submerged in sea water. Personal use bottle for weekly
or monthly maintenance. This large option is great for use by
diving/surfing organisations or in industrial &manufacturing settings.

STORMCLEAR ANTI-FOg STICKS
2-PACK
SKU: NQAF2

Typical Uses
Stopping condensation from forming on glass surfaces and
maintaining clear visibility. Works well on goggles and windows.

STORMSURE ZIP LUBRICATINg
OIL 30ML
SKU: NQZIP

Contents

Contents

2x Stormclear Anti
Fogging Sticks

1x Stormsure Zip Oil
30ml bottle

Prices

Prices

Including VAT

Including VAT

Individual

Individual

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Please enquire for wholesale price list

£4.99

£5.50

BARCODE: 5060219660193

BARCODE: 5060219660193

Description

Description

Two handy, translucent anti-fogging sticks.

Special Odour and taste free lubricating oil for all types of Zip.
Apply a small amount along the length of a zip and move the zip
puller up and down until it runs freely. Ideal for dry suit zips as well
as clothing, tents and luggage.

Typical Uses
Stopping condensation from forming on glass surfaces and
maintaining clear visibility. Works well on goggles and windows.
Application is done by direct rubbing on surface and then polishing
with a clean cloth.

Typical Uses
Stormsure Zip Oil is used for lubricating stiff zips. Works well on
virtually any zip, plastic or metal.

Neoprene Queen

Wetsuit
repair
and
maintenance
range

ults
Quick and easy repairs with lasting res

NEOPRENE
QUEEN
NEOPRENE
QUEEN
NEOPRENE
QUEEN
NEOPRENE
QUEEN

N

eoprene Queen Adhesive is a fast-curing, thick, black glue.
Its premium quality and properties make it perfect for
repairing wetsuit and drysuit damage that regularly occurs
over time with regular use. This nifty adhesive will enable you to
make easy and durable repairs to rips, roles, leaks and split
seams on wetsuit and drysuit material.
To use, apply to both edges of a rip and bond
firmly together for 20 seconds. Within 5 minutes, it
should be touch dry and you will be ready to go
back in the water!

Our shampoo kills most waterborne
bacteria, plankton and viruses that cause
rashes and smells. Good for wet boots dry
suits and all watersports equipment too.
These products are perfect for
casual watersports
enthusiasts as well as
professional triathletes who
want to stand out!

Try our anti-fog sticks
This product will stop condensation forming
of glass, polycarbonate, mirrors and most
shiny surfaces.
Used by Wind surfers who put dripping
wetsuits in their cars, people with wet dogs in
their cars. Great for SCUBA diving goggles
and masks and motorcycle
helmet visors, spectacles and
sunglasses. Ideal for both
caravaners, paintball and airsoft
gamers who need crystal clear
vision. Works well on bathroom
mirrors too! Also available in a l
iquid form.

NEOPRENE QUEEN WETSUIT
REPAIR KIT
SKU: RKNQ

NEOPRENE QUEEN WETSUIT
REPAIR ADHESIVE 3X5g SKU: NQ3x5

Contents

Contents

2x Small 5g tubes of
black Neoprene
Queen contact
adhesive

3x Tubes of 5g
Neoprene Queen
Neoprene Adhesive
1x Protective gloves

1x patch of 3mm
neoprene rubber
Prices

Prices

Including VAT

Including VAT

Individual

Individual

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Please enquire for wholesale price list

£7.49

£5.99

BARCODE: 5060219662227

BARCODE: 5060219661800

Description

Description

Stormsure's Neoprene Queen Neoprene Adhesive for repairing
holes and split seams on wetsuits. An essential tool for divers,
anglers, surfers, body boarders, kite surfers and sailors. Includes
instructions in English, Spanish, German and French.

Stormsure's Neoprene Queen Neoprene Adhesive for repairing
holes and split seams on wetsuits. An essential tool for divers,
anglers, surfers, body boarders, kite surfers and sailors. Includes
instructions in English, Spanish, German and French.

Typical Uses

Typical Uses

Particularly useful in competitive setting such as Triathlon as it allows
for very quick repairs in emergency situations.

Particularly useful in competitive setting such as Triathlon as it allows
for very quick repairs in emergency situations.

NEOPRENE QUEEN WETSUIT
REPAIR ADHESIVE 30g SKU: NQ30BOX

NEOPRENE QUEEN WETSUIT
REPAIR ADHESIVE 5g
SKU: NQ75

Contents

Contents

30x 30g Tubes of
Neoprene Queen
Neoprene Adhesive in
a display box

75x Tubes of 5g
Neoprene Queen
Neoprene Adhesive

Prices

Prices

Including VAT

Individual

Including VAT

Individual

£149.75

£149.26

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Please enquire for wholesale price list

BARCODE: 5060219660094

BARCODE: 5060219662289

Description

Description

Stormsure's Neoprene Queen Neoprene Adhesive for repairing
holes and split seams on wetsuits. An essential tool for divers,
anglers, surfers, body boarders, kite surfers and sailors.

Stormsure's Neoprene Queen Neoprene Adhesive for repairing
holes and split seams on wetsuits. An essential tool for divers,
anglers, surfers, body boarders, kite surfers and sailors. This
boxed package is ideal for individual resale from the counter.

Typical Uses

Typical Uses

Particularly useful in competitive setting such as Triathlon as it allows
for very quick repairs in emergency situations.

Particularly useful in competitive setting such as Triathlon as it allows
for very quick repairs in emergency situations.

Neoprene Queen

NEOPRENE QUEEN WETSUIT
REPAIR ADHESIVE 250ML SKU: NQ250

NEOPRENE QUEEN SLIK LATEX SEAL
LUBRICANT POWDER 60g SKU: NQSLIK

Contents

Contents

1x 250ml Tin of
Neoprene Queen
Neoprene Adhesive

1x 60g Neoprene Queen
SLIK Lubricant
Powder

Prices

Prices

Including VAT

Including VAT

Individual

Individual

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Please enquire for wholesale price list

£16.99

£6.99

BARCODE: 5060219661206

BARCODE: 5060219661480

Description

Description

Stormsure's Neoprene Queen Neoprene Adhesive for repairing
holes and split seams on wetsuits. An essential tool for divers,
anglers, surfers, body boarders, kite surfers and sailors. This
250ml option comes in an unbranded cone tin and is most suitable
for intensive, long-term use or for distributing into multiple smaller
containers.

This handy powder becomes a strong lubricant when combined
with a small amount of water.

Typical Uses

Lubrication of latex seals to eradicate skin irritation, rashes and
general discomfort whilst wearing a diving suit.

Typical Uses

Perfect for casual watersports enthusiasts as well as professional
triathletes who want to stand out.

NEOPRENE QUEEN TALC
TALCUM POWDER 60g SKU: NQTALC

NEOPRENE CLEAN WETSUIT
SHAMPOO 200ML SKU: NQSHAM200

Contents

Contents

1x 60g Neoprene Queen
TALC Talc-on Powder

1x Neoprene Clean
Wetsuit Shampoo
bottle 200ml

Prices

Prices

Including VAT

Including VAT

Individual

Individual

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Please enquire for wholesale price list

£5.26

£5.99

BARCODE: 5060219661497

BARCODE: 5060219661428

Description

Description

White, odourless, high quality talc-on powder.

A fragrant and foamy sanitising liquid that effectively deodorises.

Typical Uses

Typical Uses

Neoprene Queen TALC is used for keeping latex neck and wrist
seals in good condition and for dusting adhesive to stop it being
tacky.

The primary use of this product is cleaning wetsuits. It cleanses and
deodorises as well as protects against sea bacteria. Can also be
used on splash decks, kites, sails, face masks and anything else that
spends time submerged in sea water. Personal use bottle for weekly
or monthly maintenance.

Neoprene Queen

STORMSURE LATEX WRIST SEAL
REPAIR KIT (CONE SHAPE) SKU: RKWC

STORMSURE LATEX WRIST SEAL
REPAIR KIT (BOTTLE NECK SHAPE) SKU: RKWB

Contents

Contents

2x Cone shaped latex
seals
1x Stormoprene Contact
Adhesive 70g
1x Disposable gloves
1x glue spatula

2x Bottleneck shaped
latex seals
1x Stormoprene Contact
Adhesive 70g
1x Disposable gloves
1x glue spatula

Prices

Prices

Including VAT

Including VAT

Individual

Individual

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Please enquire for wholesale price list

£17.94

£17.94

BARCODE: 5060219661077

BARCODE: 5060219661084

Description

Description

Remove old seal. Cut seal to fit if needed. Apply two layers of
Stormoprene glue onto both the drysuit/wetsuit and the area of the
seal that will be stuck to the drysuit/wetsuit. Position drysuit seal
area so that the seal can be stuck on comfortably. Bond and allow
to cure for 2 hours. Full instructions are included.

Remove old seal. Cut seal to fit if needed. Apply two layers of
Stormoprene glue onto both the drysuit/wetsuit and the area of the
seal that will be stuck to the drysuit/wetsuit. Position drysuit seal
area so that the seal can be stuck on comfortably. Allow to cure for
2 hours. Full instructions are included.

Typical Uses

Typical Uses

Watersports, Diving

Watersports, Diving

STORMSURE LATEX ANKLE SEAL
REPAIR KIT (CONE SHAPED) SKU: RKAC

STORMSURE LATEX NECK SEAL
REPAIR KIT
SKU: RKN

Contents

Contents

2x Cone shaped latex
seals
1x Stormoprene Contact
Adhesive 70g
1x Disposable gloves
1x glue spatula

1x Bellows shaped latex
neck seal
1x Stormsure Flexible
Repair Adhesive 15g
1x Disposable gloves
1x glue spatula

Prices

Prices

Including VAT

Including VAT

Individual

Individual

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Please enquire for wholesale price list

£19.99

£28.79

BARCODE: 5060219661237

BARCODE: 5060219661091

Description

Description

This replacement kit is intended to provide a quick and effective
replacement for broken or used ankle seals on a drysuit. Cone
shaped.
Remove old seal. Cut seal to fit if needed. Apply two layers of
Stormoprene glue onto both the drysuit/wetsuit and the area of the
seal that will be stuck to the drysuit/wetsuit. Position drysuit seal
area so that the seal can be stuck on comfortably. Bond, press and
allow to cure for 2 hours. Full instructions are included.

Remove the old seal. Cut seal to fit if needed. Apply two layers of
Stormoprene glue onto both the drysuit/wetsuit and the area of the
seal that will be stuck to the drysuit/wetsuit. Leave the glue to
become touch dry between each layer. Position drysuit seal area
so that the seal can be stuck on comfortably. Bond, press firmly
over the whole bonded area and . Bonding is instantaneaous, so
arrange the poistioning very carefully first. Allow to cure for 2
hours. Full instructions are included.

Typical Uses

Typical Uses

Watersports, Diving

Watersports, Diving

Repair Kits

Repair
Kits for
every
Occassion
ults

Quick and easy repairs with lasting res

T

he contents of our repair kits have been carefully selected to
match the job at hand. Including waterproof glue, super
strength self-adhesive tape and extras, our kits contain
everything you need to carry out high quality, durable repairs to a
variety of gear. We offer all-in-one bundles for a wide range of
outdoor-related repairs such as waders, tents, inflatables, tyre
inner tubes, horse rugs, sails, canoes, latex wetsuit seals and
more.

For use with:
• Boot, Shoe and Waders
• Inflatables and Pools
• Tents and groundsheets
• Outdoor Clothing
• Inflatable canoes and beach toys
• Horse Rugs
• Wetsuits and Drysuits
• Cuts on your fingers!

Plus much much more
For instant repairs to punctures and splits on generally flat
surfaces, clean the surface and apply a TUFF Tape patch or strip
directly onto the damage. Rub with a smooth, hard object to
ensure best adhesion and least air under the patch.
For damage in awkward or hard to reach areas, clean the
damaged are (sand for best results) and apply Stormsure
Flexible Repair Adhesive directly onto the damage,
leaving a 5mm excess overlapping around it. Leave
flat and allow to cure for 10-12 hours.

Multi Purpose
Inclusive
Convenient

STORMSURE BOOT SHOE &
WADER REPAIR KIT
SKU: RKBOOT

STORMSURE TENT AWNINg &
gROUNDSHEET REPAIR KITSKU: RKTENT

Contents

Contents
1x 5g tube of Stormsure
Flexible Repair
Adhesive
1x 20cm strip of TUFF
Tape
2x 75mm TUFF Tape
Repair Patches
Prices
Including VAT

1x 5g tube of Stormsure
Flexible Repair
Adhesive
2x 75mm TUFF Tape
Repair Patches
1x Disposable gloves
Prices

Including VAT

Individual

Individual

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Please enquire for wholesale price list

£5.49

£6.99

BARCODE: 5060219660575

BARCODE: 5060219660612

Description

Description

For instant repairs to punctures and splits on generally flat
surfaces, clean the surface and apply a TUFF Tape patch or strip
directly onto the damage. Rub with a smooth, hard object to
ensure best adhesion and least air under the patch.

For instant repairs to punctures and splits on generally flat
surfaces, clean the surface and apply a TUFF Tape patch or strip
directly onto the damage. Rub with a smooth, hard object to
ensure best adhesion and least air under the patch.

Typical Uses

Typical Uses

Fixing damage to boots, shoes and waders.

For repairs on inflatable tents, particularly those with inflatable pillars,
struts and air-beams. Also for material tents, awnings and
groundsheets

STORMSURE OUTDOOR
CLOTHINg REPAIR KIT SKU: RKCOAT

STORMSURE INFLATABLES &
TOyS REPAIR KIT
SKU: RKINFLATE

Contents

Contents

1x 5g tube of Stormsure
Flexible Repair Adhesive
1x 20cm strip of TUFF
Tape
2x 75mm TUFF Tape
Repair Patches

1x 5g tube of Stormsure
Flexible Repair Adhesive
2x 75mm TUFF Tape
Repair Patches
1x 20cm strip of TUFF
Tape

Prices

Prices

Including VAT

Including VAT

Individual

Individual

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Please enquire for wholesale price list

£6.99

£6.99

BARCODE: 5060219662272

BARCODE: 5060219660605

Description

Description

For instant repairs to punctures and splits on generally flat
surfaces, clean the surface and apply a TUFF Tape patch or strip
directly onto the damage. Rub with a smooth, hard object to
ensure best adhesion and least air under the patch.

For instant repairs to punctures and splits on generally flat
surfaces, clean the surface and apply a TUFF Tape patch or strip
directly onto the damage. Rub with a smooth, hard object to
ensure best adhesion and least air under the patch.

Typical Uses

Typical Uses

For repairs on outdoor clothing, coats, jumpers, trousers and many
more.

For repairing damage on inflatables, toys and inflatable pools.

Repair Kits

STORMSURE INFLATABLE CANOE
& KAyAK REPAIR KIT SKU: RKCANOE

NEOPRENE QUEEN WETSUIT
REPAIR KIT
SKU: RKNQ

Contents

Contents

1x 5g tube of Stormsure
Flexible Repair Adhesive
2x 75mm TUFF Tape
Repair Patches
1x 20cm strip of TUFF
Tape
1x Disposable gloves
Prices

2x Small 5g tubes of
black Neoprene
Queen contact
adhesive
1x 3mm neoprene
rubber
Prices
Including VAT

Including VAT

Individual

Individual

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Please enquire for wholesale price list

£6.99

£7.49

BARCODE: 5060219660728

BARCODE: 5060219662227

Description

Description

For instant repairs to punctures and splits on generally flat
surfaces, clean the surface and apply a TUFF Tape patch or strip
directly onto the damage. Rub with a smooth, hard object to
ensure best adhesion and least air under the patch.

A handy repair kit with 2 small 5g tubes of black Neoprene Queen
contact adhesive and a patch of 3mm neoprene rubber which you
can cut into any size or shape.
The neoprenequeen black contact cement can be used to stick the
edges of torn and ripped neoprene together without the need of a
patch.

Typical Uses

Typical Uses

Fixing rips and holes in inflatable canoes, boats, toys.

Ideal for small cuts made by finger nails when donning a Triathlon
Wetsuit, but also the best repair kit for thicker diving and surfing
wetsuit damage.

STORMSURE HORSE RUg
REPAIR KIT
SKU: RKHR
Contents
1x 15g tube of Stormsure
Flexible Repair Adhesive
2x 75mm TUFF Tape
Repair Patches
3x Nylon fabric patches
1x Disposable gloves
1x glue spatula

Prices

Including VAT

Individual

£12.99

Please enquire for wholesale price list

BARCODE: 5060219660599
Description
For instant repairs to rips on generally flat areas, clean the surface
and apply a TUFF Tape Self-Adhesive Repair Patch directly onto
the damage. Rub with a smooth, hard object to ensure best
adhesion and least air under the patch.
For more permanent repairs, clean the surface and apply a
generous layer of Stormsure Flexible Repair Adhesive directly onto
the damage, leaving a 5mm excess overlapping it. For larger rips
and rips involving multiple layers, use a nylon patch on the inside
of the damage with Stormsure Flexible Repair Adhesive. Full
instructions are included.

Typical Uses
Equestrian

Repair Kits

STORMSURE CARAVAN & AWNINg
REPAIR KIT IN BOX SKU: RKBOXCARAV

STORMSURE INFLATABLE TENT
REPAIR KIT IN BOX SKU: RKBOXTENT

Contents

Contents

1x 5g tube of
Stormsure Flexible
Repair Adhesive
2x TUFF Tape Patches
1x Strip of TUFF Tape
1x Disposable gloves
1x glue spatula

1x 5g tube of
Stormsure Flexible
Repair Adhesive
2x TUFF Tape Patches
1x Strip of TUFF Tape
1x Disposable gloves
1x glue spatula

Prices

Prices

Including VAT

Including VAT

Individual

Individual

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Please enquire for wholesale price list

£10.00

£10.00

BARCODE: 5060219661251

BARCODE: 5060219661213

Description

Description

A deluxe repair kit for repairing outdoor materials used with
caravans, especially those with awnings and groundsheets.
The Caravan Repair kit enables you to make simple and quick
repairs to common problems and damages.

A deluxe repair kit for repairing tents, especially those with
inflatable pillars, struts and airbeams.
The Tent Repair kit enables you to make simple and quick repair to
common problems and damage on tent fabric.

Typical Uses

Typical Uses

For repair on leaking pipes, awnings, seat covers and waterproof &
air tight items.

Repair leaks in the bladders in the AirBeams and inflatable pillars
permanently.

STORMSURE WATERSPORTS
REPAIR KIT IN BOX SKU: RKBOXWATER

BLACK VULCANISED PATCH
REPAIR KIT
SKU: RKVULC

Contents

Contents

1x 5g tube of
Stormsure Flexible
Repair Adhesive
2x TUFF Tape Patches
1x Strip of TUFF Tape
1x Disposable gloves
1x glue spatula

1x Tube of Remo Tip Top
Vulcanising cement

Prices

Prices

2x Remo black
vulcanised rubber
patches

Including VAT

Including VAT

Individual

Individual

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Please enquire for wholesale price list

£10.00

£5.99

BARCODE: 5060219661244

BARCODE: 5060219662043

Description

Description

A deluxe box set repair kit which will help you to fix sails,
waterproof clothing, sea boots, drybags, inflatable boats and
watersports toys.
Great for sailors, divers, surfers, waterskiers, boarders and anyone
who spend time on or near the water. If you need to keep air in or
water out, you will need this repair kit!

These are the best patches and glue you can get and the best for
making permanent repairs on vulcanised rubber material. They
work very well on car and bicycle tyre inner tubes and some rubber
boots which are made from vulcanised rubber.

Typical Uses

Typical Uses

to fix sails, waterproof clothing, sea boots, drybags, inflatable boats
and watersports toys.

Repairs on tyre inner tubes and rubber boots.

Repair Kits

STORMSURE SAIL, KITE &
BOARD REPAIR KIT
SKU: RKSAIL

STORMSURE CAR SOFT TOP ROOF &
CONVERTIBLE REPAIR KIT SKU: RKROOF

Contents

Contents

1x 5g tube of Stormsure
Flexible Repair
Adhesive
1x 20 cm TUFF Tape strip
2x 75mm TUFF Tape
Repair Patches

1x 5g tube of Stormsure
Flexible Repair
Adhesive
1x 20 cm TUFF Tape strip
2x 75mm TUFF Tape
Repair Patches

Prices

Prices

Including VAT

Including VAT

Individual

Individual

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Please enquire for wholesale price list

£6.99

£6.99

BARCODE: 5060219660582
Description

Description

Stormsure’s repair kits are all-in-one packs containing carefully
selected contents that enable you to easily make reliable and longlasting repairs to the respective type of item or piece of equipment.

Stormsure’s repair kits are all-in-one packs containing carefully
selected contents that enable you to easily make reliable and longlasting repairs to the respective type of item or piece of equipment.

Typical Uses

Typical Uses

Repairs on sails and large kites.

Repairs on soft roofs.

STORMSURE POCKET
PUNCTURE REPAIR KIT

SKU: RKPP

STORMSURE BIVVy AND
UMBRELLA REPAIR KIT SKU: RKBIVVy

Contents

Contents

12x 75mm TUFF Tape
Repair Patches

1x 5g tube of Stormsure
Flexible Repair
Adhesive
1x 20 cm TUFF Tape strip
2x 75mm TUFF Tape
Repair Patches

1x

Abrasive scuffer

Prices

Prices

Including VAT

Including VAT

Individual

Individual

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Please enquire for wholesale price list

£4.99

£5.49

BARCODE: 5060219660926
Description

Description

Stormsure’s repair kits are all-in-one packs containing carefully
selected contents that enable you to easily make reliable and longlasting repairs to the respective type of item or piece of equipment.

Stormsure’s repair kits are all-in-one packs containing carefully
selected contents that enable you to easily make reliable and longlasting repairs to the respective type of item or piece of equipment.

Typical Uses

Typical Uses

Fixing rips in clothing & footwear, sealing holes in tents & air beds
and repairing ceramics, garden ornaments & woodwork.

Repairs on tents, bivvy's, groundsheets and awnings.

Repair Kits

STORMPROOF DURABLE WATER
REPELLENT 250ML
SKU: OPROOF

STORMPROOF DURABLE WATER
1L SPRAy BOTTLE
REPELLENT
SKU: OPROOF1000SP

Contents

Contents

1x Stormproof Spray-On
Waterproofer
sprayable 250ml
bottle

1x Stormproof Spray-On
Waterproofer
sprayable 1L
bottle

Prices

Prices

Including VAT

Including VAT

Individual

Individual

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Please enquire for wholesale price list

£7.99

£14.99

BARCODE: 5060219661756

BARCODE: 5060219662111

Description

Description

Adding a highly durable layer of water resistance on breathable
fabrics, Gore-Tex® and regular rip stop nylon. Also works on
fleeces and wool clothing.

Adding a highly durable layer of water resistance on breathable
fabrics, Gore-Tex® and regular rip stop nylon. Also works on
fleeces and wool clothing.

Typical Uses

Typical Uses

Stormproof is a high tech reproofing agent for use on all fabrics types
and leather. Perfect for breathable fabrics, Gore-Tex® and regular rip
stop nylon. It even works well on fleeces and wool clothing.

Stormproof is a high tech reproofing agent for use on all fabrics types
and leather. Perfect for breathable fabrics, Gore-Tex® and regular rip
stop nylon. It even works well on fleeces and wool clothing.

STORMPROOF DURABLE WATER
REPELLENT 5L REFILL SKU: OPROOF5L

STORMPROOF DURABLE WATER
REPELLENT 25L
SKU: OPROOF25L

Contents

Contents

1x Stormproof Spray-On
Waterproofer
sprayable 5 litre jerry
can

1x Stormproof Spray-On
Waterproofer 25 litre
(ready to use) in a
plastic jerry can

Prices

Prices

Including VAT

Individual

Including VAT

Individual

£35.75

£249.95

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Please enquire for wholesale price list

BARCODE: 5060219661855

BARCODE: 5060219661862

Description

Description

Adding a highly durable layer of water resistance on breathable
fabrics, Gore-Tex® and regular rip stop nylon. Also works on
fleeces and wool clothing. This large capacity is best suited for
distributing into smaller containers or in industrial & manufacturing
settings.

Adding a highly durable layer of water resistance on breathable
fabrics, Gore-Tex® and regular rip stop nylon. Also works on
fleeces and wool clothing. This large capacity is best suited for
distributing into smaller containers or in industrial & manufacturing
settings.

Typical Uses

Typical Uses

Stormproof is a high tech reproofing agent for use on all fabrics types
and leather. Perfect for breathable fabrics, Gore-Tex® and regular rip
stop nylon. It even works well on fleeces and wool clothing.

Stormproof is a high tech reproofing agent for use on all fabrics types
and leather. Perfect for breathable fabrics, Gore-Tex® and regular rip
stop nylon. It even works well on fleeces and wool clothing.

Water Repellents

Durable
water
repellent
Quick and easy protection, great results

S

tormproof is a water-based, non-toxic durable water
repellent (DWR) that is applied by spraying using a
convenient finger trigger. It is intended for use on outdoor
clothing and equipment and effectively repels water, oils and soils
from most surfaces including nylon, polyester, cotton, wool,
leather, synthetics, tweed and even wood and concrete! Once an
item has been treated correctly, water will ball up and roll off,
instead of wetting out the surface, causing you to get wet and
cold. Unlike some waterproofing sprays, Stormproof does not
have a nauseating chemical smell and can be used in any
environment.

STORMSEAL SEAM SEALER
100ML
SKU: OSEAL

Directions
Spray Stormproof
Durable Water
Repellent onto the
surface evenly, getting
the best coverage
possible.
Allow to fully air dry or
use a radiator before use.
Enjoy remaining warm
and dry!

STORMSEAL SEAM SEALER 5L
SKU: OSEAL5000

Contents

Contents

1x Stormseal Seam
Sealer in a 100ml
squeezable bottle w/
foam pad

1x Stormseal Seam
Sealer in a 5 litre jerry
can

Prices

Prices

Including VAT

Individual

Including VAT

Individual

£6.99

£194.99

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Please enquire for wholesale price list

BARCODE: 5060219661749

BARCODE: 5060219662036

Description

Description

Stormseal is a water-based seam sealing liquid that comes in a
squeezable bottle with a foam pad that enables the user to apply
the product evenly.

Stormseal is a water-based seam sealing liquid that comes in a
squeezable bottle with a foam pad that enables the user to apply
the product evenly. This large capacity option is best suited for
industrial space repairs and in manufacturing.

Typical Uses

Typical Uses

Waterproofing seams and needle holes on tents, bivvys and anything
else that has non-watertight seams.

Waterproofing seams and needle holes on tents, bivvys and anything
else that has non-watertight seams.

Water Repellents

Spray on or wash in

A

s StormProof dries on a fabric it leaves a very thin
layer of active chemical over the fibres. This
dramatically increases the difference in surface
tensions between the fibres and the water droplet. This
creates a high contact angle on the droplet. The treated
surface has a chemistry which is hydrophobic (it repels
water) so the water drop rolls off, leaving the fabric dry
and breathable.

The fluorine polymer chemistry used in StormProof DWR
exhibits extraordinarily low surface tension. Solid surfaces
coated by StormProof resist not only water-soluble liquids
(such as water, coffee, or milk) but also highly-active and
aggressive liquids such as oil, alcohol, and petrol.

Particles of dirt often lie loosely on the surface and as the
droplets of water roll off the fabric the dirt particles are picked
up by the droplet and carried away. So StormProof also has
the added benefit of repelling dirt and oil too.

The bottom image shows how the dried hyper branched
polymers in StormProof DWR coating works on an individual
fibre.

StormProof works well on most materials:

Do not put StormProof in your eyes or breathe in the aerosol
spray. StormProof contains no PFOA, PFOS or APEO.

• All technical fabrics.
• Nylon fabrics.
• Synthetic and Coated fabrics.
• Leather and Natural materials.
• Canvas / Tarpaulins.
• Wood / Masonry.

Fluorinated water/oil repellent agents are recognized as
superior to wax or silicone agents because of their superior
stability and durability in real-world conditions.

Safety:

Free of perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA*),
perfluorooctane
Outdoor Clothing, Horse Rugs, Car Soft Roof Fabric
Breathable Fabrics, Tents & Luggage, Ski/Over trousers
Hats, Gloves, Umbrellas

HEAT SEAL TAPE T-2000X 22MM
DARK gREy

SKU: TAPE200022

STORMFORM HOT WATER
MOULDABLE POLyMER 70g SKU: SF70

Contents

Contents

1x 22mHeat Seal Tape
Available by the metre.

1x Stormform Mouldable
Polymer in a box 70g

Prices

Prices

Including VAT

Including VAT

Individual

Individual

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Please enquire for wholesale price list

£149.99

£9.99

BARCODE: 5060219661350
Description

Description

Heat Seal Tape for bonding neoprene seams. 50m roll of nylon
tape with hot melt adhesive on the back.
Model name: T-2000X
Size: 22mm x 50m
Colour: Dark grey

When added to hot water, Stormform becomes mouldable and can
be shaped into just about anything. Once cooled, it will solidify and
become very tough.

Typical Uses

Typical Uses

Directions: Seal into position with a hot iron to cover glued and
stitched seams on wetsuits and dry suits, for a perfect finish.

Replacing or creating plastic and metal parts for just about anything.

SMALL PAINT BRUSH

gLUE SPATULAS 10-PACK

Contents

Contents

1x Small brush

1x Pack of 10 disposable
plastic spatulas

Prices

Prices

Including VAT

Individual

SKU: BRUSH

£0.60

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Including VAT

Individual

SKU: SPAT10

£1.49

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Description

Description

A small, stiff bristled brush ideal for spreading thin layers of
adhesive over a wide area.

For spreading and mixing adhesives. Help keep your fingers glue
free when making a repair!

SOLVENT & THINNER FOR STORMSURE
FLEXIBLE REPAIR ADHESIVE

POLyMORPH HAND-MOULDABLE
PLASTIC gRANULES 1Kg

Contents

Contents

1x 250ml tin containing a
solvent

1x Polymorph Hand
Mouldable Plastic
granules 1kg
Prices
Including VAT

Prices

Including VAT

Individual

SKU: EA250

£9.95

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Individual

SKU: SF1000-1

£17.25

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Description

Description

This can be used to thin down Stormsure Flexible Repair
Adhesive. The facilitates painting thin layers of adhesive onto
surfaces as a sealer and waterproofing agent.

Melts at 62ºC in hot water or any other heat source. Non-toxic.
Biodegradable. Mould it into the shape you need and let it cool to
room temperature. Recycle it many times by reheating.
Cut it, drill it, stick it!

Accessories

gREASE WITH PRECISION
DISPENSER 30ML
SKU: OgREASE

STORMSURE REEL OIL WITH PRECISION
DISPENSER 20ML
SKU: OREEL

Contents

Contents

1x Precision Lubricating
grease bottle 30ml

1x Stormsure Reel Oil
bottle 20ml
Precision applicator

Prices

Prices

Including VAT

Including VAT

Individual

Individual

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Please enquire for wholesale price list

£5.49

BARCODE: 5060219661756

£5.49

BARCODE: 5060219661589

Description

Description

A small concertina bottle containing top quality lubricating grease.
It fits into the palm of your hand and is very easy to use and still
stay clean. The nozzle fits onto the top with a Luer lock attachment
and allows you to dispense the smallest quantity of grease and
place it in exactly the right place.

Stormsure Reel Oil is a clear odourless lubricating oil. The 20ml
bottle has a special long thin tube allowing you to place a single
drop of oil in exactly the right place. Reel Oil is ideal for fishing
reels and many other small items where the mechanical items
need a little lubrication from time to time.

Typical Uses

Typical Uses

The grease will continue working at high temperatures, and, unlike
oil, remains thick and in place where it is needed even as the
machinery works and warms up.

Use on fishing reels and any small mechanical items that require
regular lubrication.

PACKTACH CARABINER CLIPS FOR
TENTS & BACKPACKS 2-PACK

PACKTACH CARABINER CLIPS FOR
TENTS & BACKPACKS 4-PACK

Contents

Contents

2x Stormsure Packtach
Attachment Points

4x Stormsure Packtach
Attachment Points

Prices

Prices

Including VAT

Individual

SKU: OPACKTACH

£8.99

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Including VAT

Individual

SKU: OPACKTACH4

£11.99

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Description

Description

This small plastic box contains carabiners which are accompanied
by plastic clips to make them work.

This small plastic box contains carabiners which are accompanied
by plastic clips to make them work.

STORMSURE LEAK DETECTOR 30ML

SKU: OLEAK

STORMSURE SILICONE FLUID

Contents

Contents

1x Stormsure Leak
Detector 30ml
sprayable bottle
Prices
Including VAT

1x 30ml Bottle of
Silicone Fluid
Prices

Individual

Individual

£7.49

Please enquire for wholesale price list

SKU: SIL

Including VAT

£5.99

Please enquire for wholesale price list

Description

Description

This product is used for finding leaks in waders, wellington boots or
anything else with a pinhole. To use - spray where you suspect the
hole may be and wait for bubbles to appear and expose the leak.

Use for maintaining latex seals in good condition, and lubricating
drysuit zips. Odourless, non toxic and tasteless.

Accessories

